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The context

Currently, the SWAT model is being run on the AVSWAT or ArcSWAT interfaces on desktop ESRI GIS environments (ArcVIEW and ArcGIS respectively.)

Such environments are convenient to set up the model and for its calibration, but are not optimized to share results between scientist, to expose them on the Internet and to make the SWAT become a operational tool for decision making.

AvSWAT and ArcSWAT show some instability due mainly to the ESRI GIS environment they run on.

The AvSWAT interface produces a file geo database dataset while the ArcSWAT interface produces a microsoft Access personal Geodatabase plus files. Both choices are not portable and in general cannot be easily extended.
Aim of the presentation

The use of **WEB based** innovative interactive **tools for data manipulation and report production** is expected to **increase data interpretation abilities** at present exploited **for the SWAT model** with Desktop technologies (basically founded on ESRI GIS).

In the presentation we show the use of **SPRITE**, client side, and **SWATSL**, server side, applications to digest SWAT Projects within the **BASHYT** portal.

**BASHYT** is a innovative web based information system optimised for the report production mechanism.
**BASHYT:**

is a **web based interface** to SWAT (input/output)

it works in tandem with ArcSWAT / AvSWAT.

relies on **web-GIS** and **RDBMS** technologies

produces reports in a easily fashion

can manage many watersheeds/scenarios at once

expose on the web a templating environment to produce applications

applications can be edited directly through the browser

its own authentication and authorization layer
SWAT Production Mechanism

We developed interoperability tools to load the desktop SWAT model projects (watersheds and simulations) to the CWE web environment.
The SPRITE client application

Sprite is a stand alone Java program (ETL) that process AvSWAT/ArcSWAT projects to derive the necessary information to be uploaded to the BASHYTYT application to any server reachable on a LAN or on the Internet.

The main tasks performed by SPRITE are:
- Extract a minimum dataset
- Transform it (normalize its content)
- Populate a XML metadata file
- archive the data in 2 zip folders:
  - Watershed
  - Scenarios
- connect and upload the data to any BASHYTYT server
The SWATSL server side application

SWATSL is the server side application and work also as a standard ETL. It is programmed in C and its purpose is:

1. **Extract** the data,
2. **Transform** it to fit the operational needs
3. **Create an empty logical schema** of the geo-relational database (a spatialite db file). Such schema is fixed.
4. **Populate it**. SWATSL will import the data within the schema.

The transform stage applies a series of rules and functions to the extracted data from the source to derive the data for loading into the db file. Some data require very little or even no manipulation, other data require some change to fit the schema. SWATSL can be commanded from the application side, so each user of the portal with the privileges will be allowed to run it to import the uploaded projects within the system.
SWAT Data Preprocessing

*The Av/ArcSWAT uses several different data formats*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Text files + Shapes + Vector + DBF DBMS + Rasters

BASHYTYT uses a relational database
Preprocessing: A Data Driver Prototype

We are experimenting a new preprocessing approach

SWATSL is a C++ library that hides the complexity of the SWAT files architecture providing a uniform structured dataset for the user.

SWATSL builds one or more SQLite database files and populates them with SWAT simulations (output/input).

After SWATSL has done its work, data can be accessed using common SQL queries.
Conclusions and future work

SPRITE-SWATSL applications can enable Earth Science (ES) specialist, end users, etc. to deploy their significant simulations on the BASHYT interface in a easily way.

The SPRITE engine can be easily customized to adapt also to other SWAT interfaces (such as the MWSWAT) and it is a key added value to let the BASHYT interface be used by the SWAT community.

We are currently developing new WEB interactive tools and applications. BASHYT and CWE environment are very promising technologies supporting the SWAT community.
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